Thermometer info
Cloud Intelligent Thermometer
Effective prevention for Infant Febrile Seizure!
1. With rich experience in the field of industrial temperature sensor, using top device,
provide the measurement results with high precision, monitor your baby's temperature
everytime, automatic alarm, so you can sleep without any anxiety at night.
2. With Bluetooth 4.0 battery life is up to 120d*24h. Radiation strength is less than 1/10,000
of the mobile's radiation strength on standby state.
3. Intelligent cloud services with 6 years date saving, assist parents to achieve global remote
monitoring. Anymore, it has loss prevention function.

Product parameter
Size
Weight
Battery
Max Trans. Dis.
Measuring Unit
Measuring Range
Terminal Req.
Navigation Ability
Measurement Accuracy

D:31.5mm Thickness:5.6mm
6g(with battery)
CR1632
12M
°C/℉(Optional)
25°C-55°C
Android and ios , Bluetooth 4.0
120d*24 hours(Monitoring State)
±0.05°C(36°C-41°C) & ±0.1°C(25°C-36°C and 41°C-55°C)

Product Advantages:

1. Extremely Accurate, for the Baby to Escort
A. More than 6 years experience in the design of industrial temperature sensor
accumulation, to ensure product design,provide measurement results are accurate
for you.
B. Comparison with mercurial the thermometer,it is up to ±0.05°C on accuracy.
C. Accurate perception of subtle changes in body temperature, avoid high temperature
convulsion in infants.
2. Ultra Low Power Consumption, Standby & Distance
A. Excellent RF parts, stable signal, less than 1/10000 of the mobile's radiation strength
B. With Bluetooth 4.0 ,the battery life of up to 120 days*24 hours
C. Completely solve the problem of signals,Bluetooth linking distance up to 12 meters.
3. Smart, intimate desigh,perfect feeling for baby
A. Slim design brings more personal comfort, more conducive to the baby wearing
measurement
B. Accurate perception for body temperature, avoid high temperature convulsion in
infants
4. Abundant Software Functions
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provide accurate reference for medical treatment
Intelligent alarm, making parents relax even in night.
A. Automatic alarm while temperature less than 30°C,it can prvent baby kicking quilt at
night;
B. Automatic alarm while temperature over 38.5°C,it can effectively avoid infant hightemperature convulsions
C. Alarm threshold can be set freely
D. Display curve temperature history date,personalized settings, °C/℉Conversion, multi
way alarm by SMS/ alarms.
E. Real-time measurement results can be transmitted and stored in Cloud, tracking the
family health easily, support intelligent query on 6 years historial date.
F. Anti-lost model, alarm while babies is over 10 meters far from their parents.
5.Intelligent cloud service
Global remote monitoring at your fingertips
A. Parents can monitoring the baby during working time.
B. Family member can real-time tracking baby's body temperature by App form any
sites.
C. Provide multiple automatic alarm as SMS or APP client.
After registration on platform, customer can login, upload date and view the historial data
by different mobile, which just install the client App.

How to use

1. Start the bluetooth connection
2. Wear the tag under the armpit or chest
3. Running App,start the temperature monitoring.

Please Scan QR code to download the app or you can search "iCare Easy" from
Google Play to download.
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